1. Let {X i :i=l 1 2, • • • } be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables and let S n = XXi ^*« ^e" cently a number of papers [l] , [2] , [3] and [5] have considered the problem of relating the existence of moments of the X k s with the convergence of series of the form X^T-i w'~2P{ [ 5 n --E5 n | >ne}, where t ^ 1 and e > 0.
The purpose of this note is to present results that extend, strengthen and complete the previous work done on this problem.
2. It is known that for t*zl one has £|XA,| '< <*> and EX k~n if and only if ^"-I n t -*'P\ \ S n -nix\ >ne} for all €>0. Since ^1, this theorem concerns sequences of independent and identically distributed random variables for which the Strong Law of Large Numbers holds and thus it is natural to study the rate of convergence to Note that in this theorem t is greater than one. For t = 1 it is true that (a) and (b) are equivalent, however, (c) is not implied by either of these conditions. For / = 1 in (c) of the above theorem the correct equivalent conditions are given by the next theorem. The next two theorems determine rates of convergence when the sums 5 n are normed by n", a> 1/2, and when the first moment may
